Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Trabzon City - Monastery Tour
We depart for Sumela Monastery.it is 47 km.far from Trabzon , and ittakes 45 minutes to go there.we
stayed to visit the sight-seeing placethat we have arrived around 11 am.

PRICE STARTING FROM

DURATION

TOUR ID

€ 130 € 130

1 days

1447

ITINERARY
Day 1 : TRABZON CITY & MONASTERY TOUR
Lunch Included
We begin our tour once we take you our valuable guests from the hotel have stayed overnight at 10
am.Firstly,We depart for Sumela Monastery.it is 47 km.far from Trabzon , and it takes 45 minutes to go
there.
We stayed to visit the sight-seeing placethat we have arrived around 11 am.Sumela Monastery having

the elevation of 1150 m.is located in alt?ndere village of Macka subordinate of Trabzon.the monastery
which was founded on the step surface of the mount having the view of Alt?ndere Valley is called
Mother Mary by the local people.this structure which is 300 m.high from the bottom of the valley has
sustained the tradition of the monastaries to be founded outside the city center, in the forests,inside the
caves and on river banks.We arrive in the village around 12.am and we depart for Trabzon.after an hour
we journey we reach Trabzon.
Trabzon as a city is an important sight-seeing area owing to its historicalplaces.at 1.30 pm., we arrive at
Sera Lake which is a natural wonder.We have our lunch here in a restaurant with a menu of the dishes
peculiar to this religion. ?f you want ,you can trip in the lake with lake-bike.at 3pm .We complete the
visits of Hagia Sophia Museum and Ataturks? Pavilion, and sip our teas prepared in traditional
samovars while staring at the panoramic view of the city in Boztepe.We give free time our guests.you
can prefer to walk in „Forum? which is the biggest shopping mall of the city.at 6:00 pm we complete
our free time and we return to the hotel we will stay overnight.

Includes
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach

Excludes
International flights
Insurance: All types
Turkey entry visa
Items of a personal nature such as alcoholic drinks, cold drinks, laundry
Any others expenses which are not mentioned at the included section

Routes

Available On Dates
7 November, 2019 - 15 October, 2021

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

